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ABSTRACT

Thermal  accommodation  coefficients  (TAC)  between  aluminum  and  noble  gases  were  studied  with

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Gases interacting with aluminum substrates were modeled by MD

with gas velocities sampled from the Maxwell – Boltzmann distribution to give accumulated TAC results.

Different  implementations  of  the  equation  to  calculate  the  TAC,  which  differ  in  the  amount  of

information gleaned from MD and the corresponding simulation results, were carefully discussed. The

best formula for molecular dynamics modeling in finite simulation time was determined. Additionally,

the  influence  of  the  combining  rules  applied  on  aluminum  –  noble  gas  interatomic  potential  was

characterized with the well-known Lennard – Jones 12 – 6 potential combined with Lorentz – Berthelot

and Fender – Halsey mixing rules. The results were compared with experimental values and previous

analytical  model.  TACs  simulated  with  Fender  –  Halsey  rules  present  excellent  agreement  with  the

experimental values. Detailed TAC distributions and accumulated TAC convergence are also included.
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INTRODUCTION

Interfacial  heat  transfer  is  an  important  topic  in  a  wide  variety  of  science  and  engineering

applications, such as semiconductor physics, heat exchange in the oil & gas industry, and the cooling of

microelectronic devices  1-5.  Especially in the semiconductor industry, many of the etching and atomic

deposition processes are very temperature sensitive. To accurately model the operation temperature,

good heat transfer estimation methods are required.

The thermal accommodation coefficient (TAC) is commonly utilized to evaluate the heat transfer

efficiency 6. It was first proposed a century ago and later was developed as a constant to represent the

extent of energy transfer of gas molecules striking a solid surface 7. Generally, the TAC expresses the ratio

of actual energy change versus the maximal theoretical energy difference between the two phases. Its

value normally ranges from 0, indicating no heat exchange at all, to 1, which means full heat transfer.  

Besides  the  experimental  efforts  in  calculating  TAC  8-11,  theoretical  methods  have  been

developed to study the heat transfer process and derive the TAC values. Fan and Manson proposed a

classical  mechanical  theory  based  on  an  analytical  model  for  the  accommodation  of  rare  gases

interacting with a tungsten surface  12. Giri and Hopkins developed a model with the diffuse mismatch

theory to understand gold – gas thermal accommodation and conductance. Their results were compared

with the TAC result derived from Non Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (NEMD) simulations 13.

With the technology development stepping into micro and nano scales, a global description of

heat transfer becomes insufficient. Instead, a more detailed understanding of the heat exchange process

at the atomic level is crucial to further research and development. Several molecular dynamics (MD)
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studies have been performed to reproduce the interfacial physical thermal processes. Daun et al. studied

the  TACs  at  interfaces  between  noble  gases  and  nickel  particles  and  graphite  in  laser-induced

incandescence processes  14,15. Sipkens et al. performed in situ nanoparticle size measurements of gas-

borne  silicon  nanoparticles  by  time-resolved  laser-induced  incandescence  16.  Liang  and  Keblinski

investigated the TACs of gold and monoatomic and diatomic gases 17. Westergren and Gronbeck explored

the noble gas and Pd cluster interaction 18. On the methodological side, Liang et al. compared thermal

conductance results from equilibrium and non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations, and showed

that both methods provide similar results 19. 

To our best knowledge, the TAC at the aluminum – noble gas interface, which has important

applications in atomic deposition in semiconductor industry, has not been studied in detail by molecular

modeling. Moreover,  from a methodological  standpoint,  different implementation of the equation to

derive  TAC  with  different  statistical  thermodynamics  expressions  have  not  been  well  analyzed  and

validated for molecular dynamics in finite simulation time.

In  the  present  study,  we  apply  molecular  dynamics  to  model  the  noble  gas  –  aluminum

interfacial heat transfer processes. Three different ways to implement the equation to derive the TAC

were tested and the corresponding TAC results analyzed and discussed. The best TAC formula for MD

method was determined. The influence of the solid – gas interatomic potential on the TAC was also

characterized. The TAC was calculated with a few potentials including the empirical Lennard – Jones

potentials combined by both Lorentz – Berthelot and Fender – Halsey mixing rules. The final TAC values

were then compared with previous experimental results and present excellent agreement.

MODEL & METHOD

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out with the LAMMPS code 20 to simulate the

processes of noble gas atoms interacting with aluminum substrate. The initial simulation temperatures of
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the solid Al and noble gases were set as 675 K and 300 K, respectively, which correspond to the practical

chamber operating temperatures in the semiconductor  industry. The velocity-Verlet  algorithm  21 was

used for the MD time integration with a 1 fs time step. The aluminum substrate model was built with

2000 Al atoms in a face center cubic structure with the size of 40.5 Å * 40.5 Å * 20.25 Å in x, y,  z

directions respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were applied to present the bulk surface properties

of aluminum. The solid substrate was heated up to 675 K in the NVT ensemble using a Nosé–Hoover

thermostat  22,23. The Al – Al interaction was described with the Aluminum EAM potential with a 10 Å

cutoff 24:

Ei  F  (rij )
i j










 1
2

 (rij )
i j


where F  is an embedding function that  represents the required energy to place atom i  of type   in

the electron cloud,  
rij  is the distance between atoms i  and j ,  

  is the contribution to the electron

charge density from atom j , of type b at the location of atom i , 
  is a pairwise potential function.

After the Al substrate was at the target temperature, the thermostat was turned off. A single gas

atom was introduced into the simulation box 10 Å above the Al substrate just outside the interaction

cutoff. The velocity of the introduced gas atom was sampled from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution:
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where f  is the distribution probability, v is the velocity, m is the mass, k is the Boltzmann constant, and

T is the temperature. No positive z velocity was allowed to ensure that the gas atom moves towards the
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Al surface. The gas velocity distributions from the MD sampling were compared with the theoretical

Maxwell – Boltzmann distribution in FIG 1 and showed good agreements. 

The noble gas – aluminum interactions were described with a Lennard – Jones potential:

12 6

4V
r r

 
              

  is the cutoff distance,   is the potential energy well depth. 

The commonly used Lorentz – Berthelot (L-B) mixing rules as well  as the Fender – Halsey (F-H)

combining rules with the following formulas were applied to get the pair potentials between aluminum

and noble gases. The two types of combining rules are distinguished by how the interatomic energy term

of the L-J potential between atoms of different types is determined:

Lorentz – Berthelot:
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As is shown explicitly by Daun et al. by comparing the Lorentz – Berthelot (L-B) rules mixed

Lennard – Jones potential with the density functional theory (DFT) fitted potential 15,25, the widely used L-

B  mixing  rule  overestimates  the  potential  energy  strength,  especially  for  the short-range  repulsion.

Therefore, a relatively softer energy combining method involved in the F-H mixing rules were tested as

well. Both rules obtain the same interaction distance and base on a geometric mixing of the interaction
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energies such that there are little fundamental arguments in favor of one over the other. The F-H mixing

rules correct the potentials in the same direction as the DFT, which soften the potential energy strength.

Theoretically, the F-H rules deliver more accurate potential approximation when the atomic radii and

diamagnetic coefficients of the two materials are close. The detailed Al – noble gas interatomic potential

parameters of the selected potential models are listed in TABLE I.

To  calculate  the  energy  transfer  during  the  gas  –  solid  interaction,  the  NVE  ensemble  was

applied. The kinetic energy of the gas atom was recorded before entering the cutoff distance with the Al

surface and again once it leaves. No re-enter of the gas atom to the interaction zone was allowed. 

A single gas atom interacting with the Al surface was utilized here. At a gas temperature of 300 K

and below 1.5 Pa, only less than 2% gas – gas collisions are expected  18.  The low gas – gas collision

possibility suggests that the collision is negligible. This complete velocity sampling and MD simulation

processes were then repeated for many times to calculate TAC values. 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Three formulas of the equation to derive TAC are introduced below, which all represent the ratio

of the energy change of the gas atom in the heat transfer process over the theoretical maximum, but

with different statistical thermodynamics expressions

 
E
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 Ei

2kB(Ts Tg)       Formula 1
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where E0
 
is the gas kinetic energy outlet the cutoff distance, Ei

 
is the inlet gas kinetic energy, kB

 
is the

Boltzmann constant,  Ts
 
is the initial aluminum surface temperature,  

Tg
 
is the target initial gas phase

temperature.

Formula 1 is the most used formula in analytical methods and was previously applied in MD

simulations to calculate TAC 14,15. The numerator shows the average of the gas atom energy difference in

each individual simulation over many repeats, while the denominator uses the global temperatures of

the solid  aluminum and the gas  phase to  express  the maximum heat  flux  that  can  be transferred.

However, the accuracy highly depends on how well the model represents ergodicity, especially when the

numerator depends on the simulations and the denominator does assume perfect convergence. To test

the  accuracy  of  the  formula  in  the  MD  simulations,  which  have  finite  simulation  time,  two  other

formulas  that  maximize  information gleaned from the individual  simulations (Formula  3)  and which

maximize  information  from  assumed  convergence  (Formula  2)  were  tested  and  applied  in  the  TAC

calculations. 

Particularly, in formula 2, the individual initial gas velocity term in the numerator is replaced with

the global gas temperature, as the full set of velocities of the gas atoms match the Maxwell – Boltzmann

distribution at the assigned temperature. The denominator is kept the same as in formula 1. In formula

3, compared to formula 1, the actual energy transferred from Al to the gas is the same, but the gas phase

heat flux term in the denominator was replaced with the individual initial energy of the gas atom. E0 ,

which  represents  the  outlet  energy  of  the  gas  after  interacting  with  the  hot  Al  substrate  in  each
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simulation, is not replaceable with a global representation. Also, the statistical averaging is in formula 3

after the calculation of the complete individual TAC. In formulas 1 and 2 the numerator and denominator

are pre-averaged leading to different sampling. 

MD simulations were performed with the interatomic potentials listed in the method section.

For the helium – aluminum case, in most instances, the helium atom just hit the Al substrate once and

leaves the interaction zone, as shown in FIG. 2, in a close to elastic collision. The low atomic weight

helium atom interacts only weakly with aluminum. Argon atoms with stronger pair potential with the Al

substrate are more likely to hop a few times on the Al surface. The number of hops varies depending on

the initial  gas  velocity  and the inlet  angle towards the solid surface.  The different  sets  of  potential

parameters only affected the strength of noble gases interacting with the Al solid surface, while the

dynamic behavior of the gas atoms was not changed.

The accumulated TACs were calculated with the 3 formulas of the TAC equation and the values

were listed in TABLE II. For the helium – aluminum case, each MD simulation was run for 100 ps, which is

long enough for the atom to interact with the solid and leave the cutoff distance. The classical Lorentz –

Berthelot (L-B) mixing rules gave TAC values of -1.5189, 1.7078, and 0.7195, while the Fender – Halsey

(F-H) mixing rules leaded to -0.8284, 2.4074, and 0.3653, which are corresponding to Formulas 1 to 3

respectively. With both combining rules, Formula 1 gives negative values and Formula 2 provides positive

ones but much larger than unity, which represent either an inversed heat flow from low temperature gas

to hot solid or an unphysically large heat flux over the thermodynamic maxima set by the 2 nd law. Only

formula 3 that includes the most individual representations delivers TACs between theoretical thresholds

0 and 1. For the argon – aluminum case, the L-B combining rules give values of 1.3974, 1.0088, and

1.0182, while F-H presents TACs of 1.1993, 0.8070, and 0.8614, corresponding to TAC equation formula 1
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– 3. The TAC uncertainties are estimated by the data standard error. In this case, Formula 1 still gives

widely unrealistic results, while the other two are similar at 1 and 0.86, respectively for LB and FH.

For Table II, the TACs derived with the individually calculated energy flux terms and the globally

assumed ones present a large difference. As we can see from both noble gas cases, Formula 1 that mixes

global and individual representations gives the most unrealistic TACs. Formula 2 which maximizes global

assumed converged terms gives unphysical TACs for the helium – aluminum pair,  but can somewhat

describe the argon case. The TAC values from each individual MD simulation were plotted versus the

initial gas velocity with the data collected with the F-H rules, as shown in FIG. 3. The accumulated TAC

values from formula 1 and 2, which have the same and fixed representations in the denominators, have a

large contribution from simulations with high initial velocities. The difference in numerator description

leads to either larger than 1 or negative accumulated TAC values. For formula 3,  the denominator is

specified towards each individual case, and so the largest contribution comes from the most probable

velocity range according to the M-B velocity distribution shown in FIG. 1. It makes sense that the area

around the most probable velocity contributes most to the TAC. 

Note that in FIG 3a we see at high gas velocities (above 700 m/s) a larger number of individual

negatives TAC which indicates that for faster  (hotter) gas molecules the likelihood of a reverse heat

transfer increases.

It appears that the larger atomic mass of argon can significantly reduce the uncertainty of energy

transfer  fluctuation,  as  Ar  has  a  relatively  narrow velocity  range in  the M-B distribution;  while  the

lightweight helium energy transfer process is highly inlet velocity dependent. Formula 2 only works on

large atomic mass atoms and there it likely overestimates the TAC with perfect transfer. Comparing to

the first two, Formula 3, which includes the most individual case details, consistently provides physical

TAC results, so that we suggest that it is the best formula to be utilized in MD simulations to derive TACs.
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To compare the mixing rules impact on the TAC, the interatomic potentials of noble gases with

the aluminum substrate are plotted in FIG. 4. The F-H mixing rules provide much softer potentials than

the L-B rules, in which the gas atom relatively weakly interacts with the aluminum substrate and can get

closer to the solid surface. For helium, with both combining rules, the gas atom only hits the aluminum

surface once in most cases. For argon, which has a stronger interaction with the substrate, LB presents

shorter interaction times and less hops on the Al surface. 

TAC results from both combining rules calculated by Formula 3 are also compared with published

experimental data to evaluate the TACs and validate our MD simulation model (TABLE II). For argon –

aluminum, the experimental TAC was reported as 0.86 29,  or  0.91 to 0.96 28 for a gas temperature of 300

K.  The  differences  in  the  experimental  values  were  due  to  the  surface  condition  and  the  pre-

measurement treatment. The aluminum surface condition could significantly affect the energy transfer

rate between the solid and the light gas atoms  31.  In comparison to the experimental value, our MD

simulations with the F-H rule obtain  a TAC of  0.86,  which matches the value reported in ref  29 and

reasonably agrees with the other. The L-B value results to a TAC of 1.02, which is slightly above unity and

essentially  would mean perfect  heat  exchange.  For  helium – aluminum,  the experimental  TAC  of  a

machined Al surface is 0.47 and the cleaner Al surface with a plasma treatment is 0.38  28,29. Our MD

simulation yields for the F-H model a TAC value of 0.36 and the L-B value is around 0.72. In both cases,

the Lorentz – Berthelot mixing rules result in too large heat transfer and overestimate the TAC values,

while the Fender-Halsey rules can excellently reproduce the experimental results. It should be noted that

the experimental determination of TAC has its own uncertainties depending on the particular materials

and experimental conditions. Here the values are just used to confirm the estimated results of our MD

model.  Also comparing to the previous analytical  model,  30 our  MD method provides TACs in better

agreement  with  experimental  data  and  more atomistic  physics  information of  the  gas  –  solid  heat

transfer process.  
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FIG. 5 shows scatterplots with TAC values from each individual simulation and the corresponding

histograms in, both, the He – Al and Ar – Al cases, to express the TAC distributions. The TAC data points

were simulated with the Fender – Halsey combining rules and the TAC values were calculated with

formula 3.  Note that this  is different from FIG. 3 where the TAC values are ordered by gas velocity

whereas they appear in FIG. 5 in the random sampling order of appearance.

We see that in individual simulations the TAC values locate on both the positive and negative

axis, but most locate near the theoretical threshold range of 0 to 1. We have to keep in mind that the gas

velocities were sampled from the Maxwell – Boltzmann (M-B) distribution, which leads to a rather wide

velocity range. The histograms also show that the TAC distributions reflect the M-B distribution trends.

When a gas with a high initial velocity is introduced, there is a high chance that the collision energy

transfers  from  the  gas  to  solid  and  makes  the  TAC  negative.  Additionally,  the  instantaneous  local

aluminum temperature is another factor that affects the collision process and the heat and momentum

transfer. So, in an individual collision, the heat transfer can happen in either direction, but statistically the

accumulated data is kept positive. In comparison, helium shows a wider distribution than argon. Because

of  the  light  atomic  weight  of  helium  leading  to  a  higher  velocity  at  the  same temperature,  many

microscopic factors can affect the heat and momentum transfer process, such as the gas incident angle,

gas initial velocity,  Al local temperature, etc. On the other side, the larger and heavier argon atom’s

dynamic behavior  is  less affected by these factors.  This  also explains the larger  uncertainties in the

accumulated TAC values for He. To statistically validate the present study, the convergence of TAC with

the number of individual simulation/sampling was studied towards the data sets with F-H mixing rules

towards all three selected TAC formulas (shown in FIG. 6). The gas velocities were randomly sampled

from M-B distribution at 300K. It can be found that for both Ar and He, the accumulated TAC values

converge quite fast and become stable with about 2000 simulations. The TAC convergence data collected
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with L-B mixing rules is included in the supplementary materials and also presents good convergence,

which has very similar trends as F-H.

As a cutoff value is often used in theoretical methods to improve computation efficiency and

convenience, we tested how the convergence of the accumulated TAC varies with the TAC cutoff value

(FIG. 7). The positive limit is the same as the cutoff value on the x-axis and the negative limit equals to

negative cutoff value plus one, since the theoretical TAC locates between 0 and 1. By increasing the TAC

cutoff value, the accumulated TACs vary widely and get close to convergence for a cutoff larger than 15.

Though the theoretical TAC value is between 0 and 1, the accumulation of TAC should take the large data

points into consideration to ensure correct statistics. To ensure the quality,  all  presented TAC values

above were calculated with a cutoff of 50.

To further validate the present TAC model, we applied MD simulations on interaction of neon

and aluminum at the same conditions as He and Ar, which has no present experimental data in literature,

to check the consistency. The estimated TAC values of Ne – Al derived with Formula 3 with F-H and L-B

mixing rules were 0.565 and 0.910 respectively. These TAC values present great consistency with the He

and  Ar  data.  The  corresponding  Ne  –  Al  TAC  distribution  data  and  mapping  can  be  found  in  the

supplementary document. 

CONCLUSION

In the present work, the physical process of an aluminum substrate being cooled with noble

gases  (helium,  argon)  was  simulated  with  molecular  dynamics.  Single  gas  atoms  interacting  with

aluminum  substrates  were  modeled  multiple  times  to  derive  accumulated  thermal  accommodation

coefficient (TAC). The methodology in deriving the TAC with MD simulations was analyzed in detail. Three

formulas for TAC calculation, which involved different representations of the energy flux terms in the

equation,  were  carefully  tested  and  analyzed.  The  best  formula  for  finite  time  simulations  was
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determined to be the one with the most individual simulation data. Different combining rules in mixing

the  empirical  interatomic  Lennard  –  Jones  potential  were  utilized  in  the  simulations  to  test  the

corresponding influence on TAC calculation. The data was compared to experimental values and previous

analytical model data. The MD TACs simulated with the Fender – Halsey mixing rules present excellent

agreement with the experimental  data collected at  different conditions. Comparing to the analytical

model, the present method not only shows better agreement with the experiments, but also provides a

detailed molecular-level picture of the gas – solid heat transfer process from the simulations. The TAC

statistical distribution and the convergence of accumulated TAC value with number of simulation and

TAC cutoff are also discussed. The present MD method converges in less than 2000 times sampling. 

The current study utilized the NVE MD method, whereas in other studies NVT MD, Monte Carlo,

and  other  methods  might  be  applied.  The  evaluated  best  formula  for  TAC  determination  and  the

associated soft F-H mixing rules are expected to be valid in other systems and methods as well, with

considering particular dominate factors and necessary modifications in each circumstance.
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(Here the potential energy is divided by the Boltzmann constant)

FIG. 5. Thermal accommodation coefficient distribution: (a) Ar – Al TAC vs simulation count scatterplot; 

(b) He – Al TAC vs simulation count scatterplot; (c) Ar – Al TAC histogram; (d) He – Al TAC histogram

FIG. 6.  Convergence of TAC with the number of individual simulation: (a) Ar – Al; (b) He – Al 

FIG. 7. Accumulated TAC varies with the selected TAC range: (a) He – Al, (b) Ar – Al
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(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Gas velocity probability density distribution at 300K: (a) Ar; (b) He
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FIG. 2.  Gas atom interacts with aluminum substrate: inlet – contact – outlet 
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(a) (b)
FIG. 3. Thermal accommodation coefficient vs. gas initial velocity under F-H rules: (a) Ar; (b) He
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Potential energy plot of noble gases interacting with aluminum substrate: (a) He – Al; (b) Ar – Al

(Here the potential energy is divided by the Boltzmann constant)
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(a)  (b)  

(c)   (d)

FIG. 5. Thermal accommodation coefficient distribution: (a) Ar – Al TAC vs simulation count scatterplot;

(b) He – Al TAC vs simulation count scatterplot; (c) Ar – Al TAC histogram; (d) He – Al TAC histogram
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(a) (b)

FIG. 6.  Convergence of TAC with the number of individual simulation: (a) Ar – Al; (b) He – Al 
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(a) (b) 

FIG. 7. Accumulated TAC varies with the selected TAC range: (a) He – Al, (b) Ar – Al
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TABLE I. Noble gases – aluminum interatomic potential parameters

Potential Atom Type Parameters
 / kB  (K)

  (Å)

Lennard - Jones

Al 26  4551.0 2.62 

He 27 10.2 2.56 
Ar 27

120.0 3.40 

TABLE II. Thermal accommodation coefficients of helium and argon interacting with aluminum 
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Thermal Accommodation Coefficient

Atom pair He – Al Ar - Al

Combining rules Lorentz –

Berthelot

Fender – Halsey Lorentz - Berthelot Fender – Halsey

Simulation Count 7745 10440 5646 8184

Formula 1 -1.5189 ± 0.0319 -0.8284 ± 0.0214 1.3974 ± 0.0180 1.1993 ± 0.0132

Formula 2 1.7078 ± 0.0240 2.4074 ± 0.0242 1.0088 ± 0.0174 0.8070 ± 0.0128

Formula 3 0.7195 ± 0.0491 0.3653 ± 0.0341 1.0182 ± 0.0201 0.8614 ± 0.0146

Exp Ref 1 28 0.38 (plasma treated), 0.47 (machined) 0.86

Exp Ref 2 29 0.38 (plasma treated), 0.47(machined) 0.91 -0.96

Exp Ref 3 30 0.53 0.81
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